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**Abstract**—In order to meet the constantly rising traffic demands in optical transport systems for data and telecommunications, compact, power efficient and low cost optical transmitters are needed that offer easy scalability towards higher transmission capacities. Photonic integrated circuit (PIC) technology based on the InP material has long enabled the monolithic integration of tunable sources with modulators and opened the way towards large-scale wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) parallel transmitters. In this paper, we present the design and performance of a monolithic tunable 8×40 Gb/s parallel transmitter chip with more than 220 components and state-of-the-art capacity density metric. A generic photonic integration approach was followed, in which the transmitter is constituted from well-developed subcircuits and building blocks (BB), facilitating its design and manufacturing. With the trend towards large-scale integration with increasing component densities and smaller chip sizes, proximity effects in form of crosstalk are limiting further miniaturization efforts. We analyze electrical, thermal and optical crosstalk effects that are relevant to the transmitter design, discuss appropriate mitigation techniques and indicate the limitations of the current technology.

**Index Terms**—Photonic integrated circuits, optoelectronics, tunable transmitter, WDM transmitter

I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTONIC integrated circuit (PIC) technology has revolutionized the optical component industry since the advent of the first optoelectronic integrated devices in the 1980s. Various integration concepts ranging from hybrid, heterogeneous up to monolithic integration have been followed in both research and industry, each with their advantages and drawbacks. The latter approach has gained recent popularity and proves to be successful as PICs move towards higher complexity and component numbers, driven by telecom and datacom applications that require increased functionality and capacity at lower cost and power consumption. The ability to integrate a multitude of optical components monolithically on the same semiconductor substrate and form complex chips is integral to meet those requirements. Here, InP-based PICs can combine efficient active devices with low-loss passive components and therefore save on optical coupling losses, chip space and assembly costs with respect to other material systems such as silicon. This advantage is reflected in the wide adoption of InP devices in commercial products for the optical transceiver industry [1]. For an integration technology to be truly successful it has to be scalable towards higher volumes and it is clearly advantageous for it to be accessible at a low cost. The generic integration approach to photonic circuit design and manufacturing offers a significant reduction in prototyping costs [2]. Application specific circuits such as high-capacity optical transmitters are then constructed from well-developed sub-circuits or building blocks which are in turn based on an underlying generic integration platform technology. This approach has resulted in the successful fabrication of several multi-channel optical transmitters [3], [4], facilitating the entire production cycle from circuit design up to device fabrication and contributing to the continued success of monolithic photonic integration on InP.

Next to the emergence of generic integration platforms, we can observe a shift towards small form-factor pluggable optics [5], Tb/s transmitter capacities [6] and a need to further reduce cost and power consumption [7], so that optical transmitters have gained in total complexity and integration density and evolved to large-scale PICs [8]. In fact, the InP chip complexity has increased exponentially with time, displaying a doubling of the component count per chip every 3 years, which is often named as the equivalence of Moore’s law in photonics [9]. At the same time, steady efforts in size reduction of photonic circuits drive chips to ever increasing component densities. This causes undesired proximity effects between components in form of electrical, thermal and optical crosstalk to arise, resulting in performance degradations which pose a limit to further miniaturization and capacity increase [10]–[12]. A thorough understanding of these effects and their possible mitigation is therefore essential in order to sustain the rapid development of high-capacity optical transmitters and the continued success of integrated photonics technology.

In this paper we present the detailed design and characterization results of an 8-channel parallel transmitter fabricated in an experimental generic integration platform as an example of a high density PIC and to illustrate the capabilities and limitations of such approaches. Initial results of the device have been reported in [13]. In contrast to custom integration where the integration process can be optimized to yield best performance for the given device, generic integration platforms focus on a variety of basic building blocks, from which more advanced circuits can be constructed. In addition, the process technology has to be kept as simple as possible and at the same time guarantee the proper functioning of all building blocks. This limits inevitably the complexity of the process and epitaxial design choices, leading in particular cases to compromises in device performance compared to custom integration processes. Nevertheless, we show that the transmitter is comparable to state-of-the-art demonstrators from the literature and exhibits to the best knowledge of the authors the highest aggregate capacity and density within generic integration platforms so far. We paid special attention to performance impairments due to proximity effects that result in crosstalk during its design. We first discuss the chip architecture in section II and elaborate...
on the intensity modulation direct detection (IM/DD) parallel transmitter scheme we utilized for this work. In section III, proximity effects that are relevant to this demonstrator design are discussed in detail, in particular RF crosstalk between transmission lines and modulator electrodes, thermal crosstalk between laser arrays and optical back reflections and their influence on the laser behavior. Appropriate design guidelines and measures are indicated which can lead to crosstalk reduction. The performance of the fabricated transmitter chip is reported in section IV and a short discussion on further scalability and future prospects are given. Finally, we summarize the paper in section V.

II. PARALLEL TRANSMITTER ARCHITECTURE

The idea of parallelism has existed in optical transmission systems since the introduction of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and was adopted in early monolithically integrated multi-channel transmitters [14] since photonic integration can readily provide for a large number of parallel channels. However, with the emergence of coherent optical communications in combination with the capabilities of digital signal processing [15], the transmission capacity could be increased by means of higher spectral efficiencies per wavelength, using advanced modulation formats [16]. As a result, transmitter PIC development focused on vector modulation in combination with polarization-diversity schemes in order to yield record high bit rates per wavelength so far [17]–[19]. This direction, however, starts to be constraint by upper bounds in capacity, imposed through fundamental signal-to-noise limitations in transmission channels [20]. At the same time, the analog bandwidth of transmitters only increased slowly over time due to technical challenges in high-speed modulator development and high-speed electronics [21], [22]. Consequently, to further increase in capacity, parallelism has to be included and exploited again more extensively in transmitter designs beyond a few channels and is believed by many to be a necessary next step [23]. Initial efforts implement this concept even into the spatial domain by utilizing multi-core and multimode multiplexing, emphasizing the need for parallelism [24]. It is therefore only a matter of time, before scaling towards higher channel counts in monolithically integrated transmitters become urgent again. Prominent examples in recent literature based on highly specialized integration platforms can be found in [6], [25].

In this work, we utilize an experimental generic integration platform based on InP substrate to realize an 8-channel IM/DD transmitter. The platform allows for the co-integration of highly efficient DBR lasers with high-speed capacitively-loaded traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators (TW-MZM) and was developed with support from the European PARADIGM research project [26]. IM/DD schemes can reduce overall system complexity, cost and power consumption, at the expense of shorter transmission reach, lower spectral efficiency and a lack of transmission impairment compensation. Yet, for short-reach applications such as access networks and data center communications it poses a viable solution to cope with stringent cost and power requirements [27].

![Fig. 1: Illustration of parallel transmitter architecture which permits easy scaling towards higher bitrates through the utilization of many λ channels and can easily be realized through monolithic large-scale integration of components.](image1)

![Fig. 2: (a) Tunable transmitter channel with DBR laser and parallel push-pull MZ modulator, requiring two RF in- and two RF outputs. (b) Tunable transmitter with series push-pull modulator, requiring only one RF in- and output.](image2)
present measurement results obtained from on-chip probing (in section IV) prior to packaging.

The underlying experimental generic platform technology is depicted in Fig. 4, supporting an active-passive integration scheme with multiple regrowth steps to form active multi-quantum wells (MQW) with 1.55 $\mu$m band gap for the gain regions and transparent MQWs for the modulator sections. The former is realized with a shallowly etched waveguide whereas the latter is based on a deeply etched waveguide containing 20 periods of InGaAsP quantum wells at 1.42 $\mu$m and barriers at 1.1 $\mu$m bandgap so that the electro-optic efficiency is enhanced by the Quantum-Confined Stark Effect. In addition, an air-bridge technology is used to realize the capacitive loading structures in the modulators. A semi-insulating InP substrate is used as the base material to provide sufficient electrical isolation and superior RF performance.

III. Crosstalk Effects and Mitigation

As indicated in the introduction section, the move for transmitter PICs towards higher component density and smaller chip sizes, as a consequence of scaling to more parallel channels and higher capacities, will result in proximity effects that affect the transmitter performance. These fundamental physical coupling mechanisms between neighboring components lead to electrical, thermal and optical crosstalk and are worthwhile investigating. They have gained recent attention in the research community, resulting in several studies [10], [11], [30]–[32]. In this section, we will summarize relevant results from our previous work regarding crosstalk effects in InP transmitters and detail how we applied the insight gained to the demonstrator transmitter design presented in this paper.

A. Radiofrequency Crosstalk

In a high density transmitter, coupling between high-speed RF lines and modulator electrodes can lead to electrical crosstalk noise that is transferred into the optical domain and degrades the transmitter performance. This has been observed for both intensity modulated and phase-intensity modulated signals [32], [33] and we have presented empirical and theoretical relations between electrical crosstalk magnitude and crosstalk penalty [34]. The underlying noise generation mechanisms include radiative, substrate and circuit level crosstalk. In certain cases, when they are well quantified, coherent receivers can successfully compensate their negative effect [35]. If that is not available, possible crosstalk reduction or mitigation techniques have to be considered during the chip design.

As shown in Fig. 5, RF lines with shared ground return electrodes suffer from circuit level ground bounce noise and exhibit a high crosstalk level. A reduction of 20 dB can be achieved by utilizing individual ground return paths [32], which have been adopted in this work for the transmitter design. A separation distance of at least 50 $\mu$m needs to be adopted to keep the coupling below -40 dB. Furthermore, the properties of the underlying substrate material, in particular its conductivity and thickness, play an important role in the crosstalk propagation. Fig. 5 depicts the amount of substrate crosstalk experienced by coplanar pad structures as shown in
Fig. 5: Measured average crosstalk from DC to 25 GHz for various structures depicted in Fig. 6 at different separation distances. Reduction of RF coupling can be achieved through separation of shared ground return and the use of semi-insulating substrates.

Fig. 6: Types of crosstalk test structures to access the electrical coupling between components.

Fig. 7: A simple two layer model with a 260 nm thick layer mimicking a range of dielectric materials and a 200 µm thick substrate layer is used to illustrate its effect on the RF crosstalk. (a) Calculated RF coupling at 10 GHz and D=200 µm, ε<sub>r</sub> = 3.5, for substrate equivalent circuit shown in (b) when the substrate conductivity is varied. (b) Calculated RF crosstalk when substrate thickness is varied for n-doped (σ = 20000 S/m) and semi-insulating (σ = 10<sup>-5</sup> S/m) material. Equivalent circuit for substrate crosstalk with A and B representing 50×75 µm<sup>2</sup> contact pads with 0.3 fF coupling.

Fig. 8: Crosstalk between coupled coplanar RF lines of 1 mm length on semi-insulating substrate with varying separation distances D. Low RF coupling is attributed to the isolation properties of the substrate insulating substrate (σ = 10<sup>-5</sup> S/m), the coupling can be held very low due to small conductivity values. The constant crosstalk at low substrate conductivity in Fig. 7a is given by the assumed background capacitive coupling. Fig. 7b indicates that substrate thinning can be effective for n-doped substrates to reduce crosstalk whereas the same does not apply for semi-insulating substrates. For our given sample with 135 µm thick semi-insulating material, the modeled results are around -55 dB and can be compared to the measurements.

The transmitter presented in this paper is fabricated on a semi-insulating substrate with 135 µm thickness, yielding a very low amount of electrical crosstalk. Measurements depicted in Fig. 8 of 1 mm long coupled RF lines at varying separation distances show that the coupling is below -40 dB up until 67 GHz. According to results in [32] this amount of crosstalk leads to a negligible amount of transmission power penalty. The actual spacing of RF lines and modulator electrodes between adjacent channels is kept at 500 µm in the transmitter design to eliminate radiative coupling and guarantee that crosstalk stays below -40 dB. An interesting ob-
We have previously studied the performance of an array of DS-DBR lasers under the influence of thermal crosstalk that occurs between them [38]. Here we show extended measurements which give a more detailed view on the effect of thermal crosstalk for two laser separation distances. Fig. 9 shows the schematic illustration of the measured laser array where laser 2 and laser 3 are separated from laser 1 by 90 and 280 µm respectively. In our test, the wavelength of laser 1 is tracked when sections of the adjacent lasers are tuned individually, so that their thermal crosstalk effect can be quantified. Fig. 10 shows the measurement results, from which it can be observed that the active sections, in this case gain and booster SOAs, contribute the most to thermal crosstalk. At typical current injection values of 100 mA the maximum wavelength shift is below 0.05 nm for a separation of 280 µm and increases to 0.1 nm when the distance between both lasers shrinks to 90 µm. As the main operation principle of DBR lasers used for this work do not inherently differ to that of DS-DBR lasers, we use that measurement data as a guideline for specifying laser design rules for our parallel transmitter. With 100 GHz channel spacing, a 0.1 nm temperature induced shift would be still acceptable for 40 GHz modulation bandwidth, which imposes a minimum separation distance of 90 µm between adjacent laser devices. In this work, we choose a separation of 160 µm to account for some tolerances.

In addition, we demonstrated that by including fine phase adjustment sections into the DS-DBR laser cavity, the temperature induced wavelength shifts can be compensated for and exact alignment to ITU wavelength grid is possible even under simultaneous array operation and thermal crosstalk [38]. Therefore, phase tuning sections have also been included for the DBR lasers in this work. In fact, measurements on DBR laser pairs of the fabricated transmitter device show that individual tuning of one of the lasers can be achieved when both are simultaneously operated. Fig. 11 depicts the spectrum and its evolution of a DBR laser pair. It can be seen, that the wavelength of laser 1 is separately tuned in a range of 8 nm. Here, a tuning set consists of a specific pair of front and rear grating currents that are applied to yield the desired wavelength. The small variation in laser 2 wavelength is caused by the fact, that the front grating contacts of both lasers are connected together as discussed in section II and therefore any tuning there affects both lasers. This can however, be easily compensated by phase adjustments of laser 2.

In this section, we have depicted how spacing rules can be established from calibration measurements and how they can
be successfully used on the design of parallel transmitters, leading to the fabrication of laser arrays that are less affected by thermal crosstalk.

C. Optical Crosstalk

In a high-density photonic circuit such as a parallel transmitter, spurious reflections of the optical signals can occur at component interfaces such as inputs to couplers, splitters and waveguide transitions, or at the facets of the chip. These reflections, although small in magnitude, can find their way back to the tunable laser source and cause detrimental effects [39]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the behavior of the laser under the influence of small reflections, also known as feedback. The literature has focused on this topic already since the beginning of the semiconductor laser and contains many studies on the effect of weak optical feedback [39]–[42]. Stable lasing operation can be perturbed to transition into different types of unstable operation or regimes depending on the strength of the feedback light [43]. If the spurious reflection occurs after an optical modulator, the feedback light will be varied in its amplitude, as it passes twice the modulation. This can cause additional laser chirping and has been analyzed in case of electro-absorption [44] and Mach-Zehnder modulators [45] before. Rigorous modeling of such large-signal effects needs however to account for the time-dependent feedback light in the entire transmitter network and becomes more difficult with an increasing number of components. Here, we present our initial investigation on feedback in the transmitter design, accounting for a single continuous-wave reflection that is not modulated, as this simple reflection already can cause instabilities in form of undamped relaxation oscillations (RO). Recent experimental work has emphasized the importance of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.

Fig. 12: (a) Fabry-Perot laser with feedback. (b) Schematic showing a DBR laser with external cavity phase control section for suppressing relaxation oscillations due to external weak feedback.

Fig. 13: Numerical simulation results of the influence of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.

Fig. 13: Numerical simulation results of the influence of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.

Fig. 13: Numerical simulation results of the influence of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.

Fig. 13: Numerical simulation results of the influence of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.

Fig. 13: Numerical simulation results of the influence of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.

Fig. 13: Numerical simulation results of the influence of the feedback phase on laser operation (-25 dB power reflection). The feedback phase is increased from 0 to 2\(\pi\) and the time and frequency domain representation of the laser output intensity is shown in (a)-(e) and (f)-(k) respectively.
to the feedback signal, the RO is also suppressed in our simulations, as Fig. 13b-e and g-k show. At π additional phase change, the laser output reverts to a stable operation, indicating the effectiveness of this technique. If the additional phase change is further increased, at some point the RO reappears, so the exact amount of phase change is a critical aspect of the control mechanism. The results indicate that in practical transmitter designs, the use of an external cavity phase control is a useful addition to the laser design for controlling its behavior in possible feedback conditions.

After elaborating in detail our considerations to the chip design with respect to crosstalk effects and how those affect the transmitter performance, we continue to present the measurement results of the fabricated device in the next section.

IV. HIGH-CAPACITY TRANSMITTER

A. Transmitter Performance
As indicated in section II, the transmitter electrical and optical interfaces have been designed to match an existing high-speed package. After fabrication of the PIC device, we have characterized its performance using direct probing with DC and RF probes and extracting the optical signal with a lensed fiber from the joint chip output facet. Fig. 14 shows a photograph of the transmitter chip under test, on top of a temperature controlled stage which is held at 15°C. A typical laser LI and IV curve is shown in Fig. 15, indicating low threshold currents at 13 mA and up to several mW of output power in fiber. These results have been measured on test lasers from an adjacent cell of the same wafer as the lasers of the actual transmitter are placed before the modulator and AWG so that their outputs are not directly accessible. Each DBR laser can be tuned in a 9-10 nm range and therefore can be aligned to their respective WDM channel passbands. Fig. 16 shows the spectral output of the transmitter for all 8 channels with the output AWG passbands overlaid. Typical SMSR values exceed 40 dB. All 8 modulator devices show consistent DC switching performance in Fig. 17 with half-wave voltages as low as 1.5 V. The measurement was performed with a common mode bias of 11.5 V.

Furthermore, we characterized the dynamic performance of the transmit channels by measuring the EO frequency response curves as shown in Fig. 18 with a 67 GHz Agilent Lightwave Component Analyzer. The 3 dB bandwidth of the 2 mm long modulators ranges from 34 to 41 GHz which is sufficient for 40 Gb/s intensity modulation and the return loss stays below 10 dB over the entire frequency range. The variation in EO frequency response between channels is caused by a small problem in the air-bridge definition, leading to varying access resistance values for the modulator phase shift sections. This processing issue has since been solved and we expect that future fabrication of the same device will show uniform
resistances.

To assess the modulation characteristics, we performed large-signal modulation on each channel separately by operating the laser at its respective WDM wavelength and biasing the modulators to 10 V common mode Voltage and applying a 2 V drive signal at 30 and 40 Gb/s on-off-keying. Fig. 19 shows the received optical eye diagrams at back-to-back transmission for both bit rates and the initial electrical input signal. We can observe clear eye openings at 30 Gb/s which start to close at 40 Gb/s. This is partially caused by the bandwidth limitations of the driving amplifier (35 GHz) and cables, which led to a degraded electrical input signal. The differences between channels can be attributed to the same processing issue as discussed earlier regarding air-bridges. During the characterization, channel 1 was damaged so that it could not be characterized at 30 Gb/s anymore. After reception of the modulated signals, we performed bit-error-rate (BER) measurements which are depicted in Fig. 20a and b. The better-performing channels lead to error-free detection at 30 Gb/s and with the air-bridge issue resolved, all channels will achieve this performance. At 40 Gb/s an error floor at 10⁻⁴ is evident but the BER is below the hard-decision forward-error correction threshold, so that by sacrificing FEC overhead, error-free operation can be achieved. In addition, we transmitted the modulated output signal at 20 Gb/s through 20 km of single mode fiber to illustrate the feasibility of the transmitter for medium-reach applications and could obtain error-free detection. Fig. 20c shows the BER curves in this case and the eye diagram before and after the fiber span. The result also confirms that chirp is kept low due to the series push-pull driving scheme applied in this transmitter. 

Due to the nature of the direct-probing test setup and a lack of probing space, simultaneous dynamic operation of multiple channels could not be performed, so that the dynamic effect of possible electrical crosstalk has not been characterized. From our measurements presented in section III, however, we are confident that electrical crosstalk is kept at a low level in the fabricated transmitter.

We have presented static and dynamic characterization results of the fabricated parallel transmitter so far, showing that it is capable of providing 8×40 Gb/s capacity or after FEC overhead a total of 300 Gb/s capacity on a compact 6×6 mm² area and enough wavelength tuneability to address 8 WDM channels. By applying design rules that take crosstalk effects into account, the present device exhibits high integration density with minimal proximity effects occurring between transmit channels. In the final section, we will focus on the scalability and future prospects of parallel transmitters in generic integration technologies.

B. Prospects and Scalability

It is worthwhile making the comparison between the transmitter from this work and previously published examples from literature. One of the often presented metrics is the number of components per chip for PIC devices, which has been shown to increase exponentially for the general case of InP integrated photonics [9]. In case of high-capacity transmitter circuits, we can evaluate the capacity per chip metric and a similar trend is visible as shown in Fig. 21a, where the data from [8] has been extended with recently published results [3], [25], [53]–[58]. It shows that generic technology platforms are still behind in terms of pure capacity per chip compared to very specialized product platforms for the telecom and datacom industry but that they also show an exponential growth trend. In terms of integration density, a more useful metric is to normalize the plot to the chip area, which is shown in Fig. 21b, because the goal is to maximize capacity and at the same time
minimize chip area. Here, we see that the presented work is comparable with other state-of-the-art demonstrators from the industry at around 10 Gb/s/mm². This metric in the presented transmitter is limited by the laser and modulator separation of 160 µm and 500 µm. If the minimum values for acceptable thermal and electrical crosstalk of 90 µm and 50 µm are taken, each transmit channel would occupy less space and the metric can be increased to 14.8 Gb/s/mm². In that case, the modulator electrode and RF interconnect size is the limiting factor on the chip. We expect the metric to increase further, if advanced modulation formats are used in transmitters from generic platforms with higher spectral efficiencies.

We have discussed the limitations of electrical and thermal crosstalk effects on the component separation in the presented transmitter so far. Another major limitation to further scaling towards higher integration density is found in the packaging solution for the PIC. In this case, we utilize a conventional gold box package with wire bond connections. This represents a one-dimensional interface to the photonic circuit. As scaling towards smaller chip sizes and more parallel channels is inherently two-dimensional, this packaging solution cannot keep up with future scaling trends. We have seen how bond pad placement already limits the device distances on the chip so that more advanced interconnection technologies are needed in future parallel transmitter PICs. In contrast, flip-chip bonding of transmitter to an interposer or electronic IC [59]–[61] can achieve a two-dimensional interface. Another promising approach is wafer-scale bonding of InP photonic circuits with electronics, which is currently being investigated [62]. To sustain continued scaling of integrated parallel optical transmitters towards higher capacities, advancements in the chip packaging and interconnect technology are necessary and proper management of crosstalk effects is essential, the latter being the main focus in this work.

V. CONCLUSION

InP based PIC technology remains a strong candidate for high-density parallel optical transmitters that are needed for future high-capacity datacom and telecom applications, due to the advantages in large-scale integration of active and passive components, small device foot-print due to high integration density and the availability of efficient and high-speed components. Generic photonic integration platforms provide low cost access and offer easy design and manufacturing routes with excellent performance. We demonstrated this by realizing a parallel transmitter circuit fabricated in an experimental generic platform. This circuit is capable of 300 Gb/s total transmit capacity with almost 10 Gb/s/mm² capacity density. This was enabled by developing a crosstalk-resilient design which reduces undesired proximity effects in the fabricated device. We analyzed the influence of electrical, thermal and optical crosstalk effects that can degrade the transmitter performance and indicated mitigation methods, yielding a compact, high-density chip. The demonstrator operates with an IM/DD scheme but the same principles can readily be applied to devices for advanced modulation formats using nested IQ modulator architectures. The insight into physical crosstalk mechanisms gained in this work will also apply for more advanced transmitter architectures and is helpful for continued scaling of integrated parallel transmitters towards Tb/s capacities.

VI. APPENDIX

In section III-C we use the Lang-Kobayashi equations to model weak optical feedback effects to the laser operation. They have the form

$$\frac{dE(t)}{dt} = \frac{1 + i\alpha}{2} \left[ G_N (N(t) - N_0) - \frac{1}{\tau_p} \right] E(t)$$

$$+ \kappa E(t - \tau_{ext}) e^{-i\omega_{th}\tau_{ext}}$$

$$\frac{dN(t)}{dt} = J - \frac{N(t)}{\tau_s} - G_N (N(t) - N_0) |E(t)|^2,$$

with slowly varying envelope function $E(t)$ of the electric field and the carrier density $N(t)$ in the gain material. The lasing frequency of the laser without feedback at threshold is $\omega_{th}$. The feedback strength is represented with the factor

$$\kappa = \frac{1}{\tau_{int}} \frac{(1 - r_2^2)r_3}{r_2}.$$  

The round trip times of internal ($\tau_{int}$) and external ($\tau_{ext}$) cavities are calculated from the effective index $n_{eff}$ and light velocity $c$ through $\tau = 2n_{eff} L / c$. The remaining parameters are the gain coefficient $G_N$, transparency carrier density $N_0$, photon and carrier lifetimes $\tau_p$ and $\tau_s$, linewidth enhancement factor $\alpha$ and injection current density $J$ and have been taken from [63].
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